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France: More Death to Free Speech [1]

Source Item:
France: More Death to Free Speech [2]
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France
News Date:
13/10/2019
Summary:
Defending someone who is accused of being a "racist" implies the risk of being accused of being a "racist" too.
Intellectual terror reigns in France.
France is moving from a "muzzled press to a muzzling press that destroys free speech". — Alain Finkielkraut,
writer and philosopher.
Writers other than Éric Zemmour have been hauled into court and totally excluded from all media, simply for
describing reality.

The New Jihad: More Threatening Than Ever [3]
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Source Item:
The New Jihad: More Threatening Than Ever [6]
Summary:
It is important to emphasize that radical Islamists use means other than terrorism to gain ground.
This week, the unelected judges of the European Court of Human Rights submitted to the demands of Sharia
blasphemy laws and decided not to allow criticism of Muhammad, lest Muslim feelings be hurt. The court
actually chose hurt feelings over freedom of expression and truth as a defense.

"As someone who has known what it is to live without freedom, I watch in amazement as those who call
themselves liberal and progressive – people who claim to believe so fervently in individual liberty and minority
rights – make common cause with the forces in the world that manifestly pose the greatest threats to that very
freedom and those very minorities... We need to say to Muslims living in the West: if you want to live in our
societies, to share in their material benefits, then you need to accept that our freedoms are not optional". —
Ayaan Hirsi Ali, 2016.
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Source Item:
France: Soon with No Jews? [8]
Summary:
Today, France is the only country in the Western world where Jews are murdered simply for being Jews.
Jews may be the main victims, but they are not the only ones. In just five years, 250 people in France have been
murdered by Islamic terrorists.
The main problem is the spread of hatred against Jews, France and the Western world. Many Muslim extremists
incite murder; and more and more often, murders occur.

France Submits to Terrorism, Muslim Anti-Semitism [9]
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Source Item:
France Submits to Terrorism, Muslim Anti-Semitism [10]
Summary:
In France, since 2012, more than 250 people were killed by Islamic terrorism -- more than in all other European
countries combined.
No other country in Europe has experienced so many attacks against Jews. France is a country where Jews are
murdered because they are Jews.
"Muslim believers know very well what is happening. Only a minority is violent. But as a whole, they do not
ignore that their birthrate is such that one day, everything here will be theirs". — Luc Ravel, Archbishop of

Strasbourg.
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Source Item:
The Islamic Future of Europe [12]
Summary:
European leaders accepted the transformation of parts of their countries into enemy territories. They see that a
demographic disaster is taking place. They know that in two or three decades, Europe will be ruled by Islam.
Ten years ago, describing what he called "the last days of Europe," the historian Walter Laqueur said that
European civilization was dying and that only old monuments and museums would survive. His diagnosis was too
optimistic. Old monuments and museums might well be blown up. Look nowhere else than what the blackhooded supporters of "Antifa" -- an "anti-fascist" movement whose actions are totally fascistic -- are doing to
statues in the United States.

Europe Surrenders to Radical Islam [13]
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Source Item:
Europe Surrenders to Radical Islam [14]
Summary:
In spite of three attacks in three months, Britain does not seem to be choosing the path of vigilance and
determination. June is not even over but the media barely talk about terrorism any more.
Then, in the early hours of June 19, a man who acted alone drove a van into a crowd of Muslims leaving Finsbury
Park Mosque in London: the main "threat" to the British right now was soon presented in several newspapers as
"Islamophobia".
Decolonization added the idea that the Europeans had oppressed other peoples and were guilty of crimes they
now had to redeem. There was no mention of how, throughout history, recruits to Islam had colonized the great
Christian Byzantine Empire, Greece, Sicily, Corsica, North Africa and the Middle East, most of the Balkans and
eastern Europe, Hungary, northern Cyprus and Spain.

While most jihadist movements were banned by the British government, more discreet organizations have
emerged and demurely sent the same message. The Islamic Forum for Europe, for example, depicts itself as
"peaceful", but many of those it invites to speak are anything but that. The Islamic Human Rights Commission
uses the language of defending human rights to disseminate violent statements against the Jews and the West.

France: Islamic Antisemitism, French Silence [15]
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Source Item:
France: Islamic Antisemitism, French Silence [16]
Summary:
The files of the National Bureau for Vigilance Against Antisemitism (BNVCA) document that all of the antiSemitic attacks committed in France for more than two decades came from Muslims and Islamists.The French
authorities know this, but choose to hide it and look in another direction.
None of the French organizations supposedly combating anti-Semitism talks about Muslim anti-Semitism:
therefore, none of them combats it.
A survey carried out for the Institut Montaigne a few months ago showed that anti-Semitism is widespread
among French Muslims. Apparently, 27% of them (50% of those under 25 years old) support the ideas of the
Islamic State (ISIS).
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Source Item:
Geert Wilders and the Suicide of Europe [18]
Summary:
None of Wilders's speeches incites violence against anyone; the violence that surrounds him is directed only at
him.
The only person talking about these problems is Geert Wilders. Dutch political leaders and most journalists
seemingly prefer to claim that Geert Wilders is the problem; that if he were not there, these problems would not
exist.

What adherents of this view, that the West is guilty, "forget" is that Islam long oppressed the West: Muslim
armies conquered Persia, the Christian Byzantine Empire, all of North Africa and the Middle East, Spain, Greece,
Hungary, Serbia and the Balkans, virtually all of Eastern Europe, Greece and southern Spain. The Muslim armies
were a constant threat until the marauding Ottoman troops were finally turned away at the Gates of Vienna in
1683.
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The Suicide of Germany [20]
Summary:
Of the 1.2 million migrants who arrived in Germany in 2014 and 2015, only 34,000 found work.
Angela Merkel went to lay white roses at the scene of the Christmas market attack in Berlin. Thousands of
Germans did the same. Many brought candles and cried. But anger and the will to combat the threat remained
largely absent.
Nothing better describes the present state of Germany than the sad fate of Maria Landenburger, a 19-year-old
girl, murdered at the beginning of December. A member of a refugee relief organization, Landenburger was
among those who welcomed migrants in 2015. She was raped and murdered by one of the people she was
helping. Her family asked anyone who wanted to pay tribute to their daughter to give money to refugee
associations, so that more refugees could come to Germany.
The law that condemns incitement to hatred, presumably intended to prevent a return to Nazi ideas, is held like
a sword over whoever speaks too harshly of the growing Islamization of the country.
The great majority of the Germans do not want to see that Germany is at war, because a merciless enemy has
declared war on them. They do not want to see that war has been declared on Western civilization. They accept
defeat and docilely do what jihadists want them to do: they submit.
If Angela Merkel does not see the difference between Jews exterminated by the Nazis, and Muslims threatening
to exterminate Christians, Jews and other Muslims, she is even more clueless than it seems.

France on the Verge of Total Collapse [21]
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Source Item:
France on the Verge of Total Collapse [22]
Summary:
France did not perceive it at the time, but it placed itself in a trap, and the trap is now closing.
In the 1970s, the Palestinians began to use international terrorism, and France chose to accept this terrorism so
long as France was not affected. At the same time, France welcomed mass-immigration from the Arab-Muslim
world, evidently as part of a Muslim wish to expand Islam. France's Muslim population has since grown in
numbers while failing to assimilate.
Polls show that one-third of French Muslims want the full application of Islamic sharia law. They also show that
the overwhelming majority of French Muslims support jihad, and especially jihad against Israel, a country they
would like to see erased from the face of earth.
"It is better to leave than flee." -- Sammy Ghozlan, President of the National Bureau of Vigilance against AntiSemitism. He was later mugged, and his car was torched. He left.
Villiers also mentions the presence in "no-go zones" of thousands of weapons of war. He adds that weapons will
probably not even have to be used; the Islamists have already won.
Originally, France's dreams might have been of displacing America as a world power, accessing inexpensive oil,
business deals with oil-rich Islamic states, and the prayer of no domestic terrorism.

France: What Is Hidden Behind the "Burkini Ban" [23]
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Source Item:
France: What Is Hidden Behind the "Burkini Ban" [24]
Summary:
In thirty years, France has undergone an accelerated process of Islamization.
Yusuf al-Qaradawi, spiritual leader of the main Islamic movement in France, explained how Muslims living in the
West have to proceed: they may use terror, they may use seduction, exploit Westerners' sense of guilt, grab
public spaces, change laws, and create their own society inside Western societies until they become Muslim
societies.
France used to be a country where religious neutrality in the public space was seen as an essential principle.
Muslim extremists appear to be using Islamic veils and head-coverings as visible symbols to create the
impression that Islam is everywhere.
Politicians claim that they respect human rights, but they seem to have forgotten the human rights of the women
who do not cover up -- of those who suffer from Islamization, who are no longer free to write, think, or go for a
walk on the street.
Politicians refused to "stigmatize" Islam and do not want to see the consequences: harassment, rapes, the
destruction of freedom.
French journalists write under the threat of trial or assault, and almost never use the phrase "Islamic terrorism."
Almost all books on Islam in French bookstores are written by Islamists or by authors praising Islam.
Have non-Muslims lost the will to fight?

France: "First the Saturday People, then the Sunday People" [25]
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France: "First the Saturday People, then the Sunday People" [26]
Summary:
The path of Adel Kermiche, born in France to immigrant parents from Algeria, and one of the two men who
murdered the elderly priest Father Jacques Hamel, looks like the path followed by many young French Muslims:
school failure, delinquency, shift towards a growing hatred of France and the West, return to Islam, transition to
radical Islam.
The French education system does not teach young people to love France and the West. It teaches them instead
that colonialism plundered many poor countries, that colonized people had to fight to free themselves, and that
the fight is not over. It teaches them to hate France.
All political parties, including the National Front, talk about the need to establish an "Islam of France". They
never explain how, in the internet age, the "Islam of France" could be different from Islam as it is everywhere
else.
Many French Jews fleeing the country recalled an Islamic phrase in Arabic: "First the Saturday people, then the
Sunday people." In other words, first Muslims attack Jews; then when the Jews are gone, they attack Christians.
It is what we have been seeing throughout the Middle East.
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